TOP 10 MOST BEAUTIFUL BEACHES IN
EUROPE
Sunbathe in the golden sand beaches of the Algarve, dive into the
crystal-clear water of Corfu, or swim to explore the depths of
Formentera. From the United Kingdom to Italy, moving to Croatia,
Portugal and Spain, join us on a short visit through the ten most
beautiful beaches found on the European coastline. Brought to you by
Tourism-Review.com.

Benagil (Algarve, Portugal)
Not all beaches are as noticeable to the world. Some are like hidden gems, surrounded by breathtaking
scenarios. Such is the case of Algar de Benagil, a beach found in Algarve, the southernmost region of
Portugal. An intriguing landscape located under the homonymous sea cave of Algar, a somewhat
secluded spot with a natural oculus through which sunlight pours, illuminating this wonderful surface
covered in golden sand.

Tuerredda (Sardinia, Italy)
The Tuerredda beach is located in the province of Cagliari, on the southern coastline of Sardinia. Deep
blue waters, a strip of fine sand, and the Mediterranean scents carried by the sea breeze make this
landscape a precious Italian jewel. The multiple colors of the water change constantly from a deep blue
to emerald green. Its sandy depths are the perfect habitat of many sea creatures.

Kaputas (Turkey)
The Kaputas beach is considered as one of the best beaches in Europe and one of the most attractive
destinations in the entire Mediterranean region. It boasts a wild nature and a non-polluted sea. This
location offers a perfect view for visitors looking to enjoy the beauty of the landscape while resting in a
fascinating granular sand bay.

Playa de las Conchas (Canary Islands, Spain)
Seen from the highest point, the shape of this San Sebastián beach resembles a shell with a pearl. In
fact, this beautiful beach located in the Basque Country receives its name after that shell-shaped form. It
is a marvelous coastline covered in fine sand, and it offers ideal waters for surfing and sunbathing in the

Cantabrian Sea.

Paleokastritsa (Corfu, Greece)
There's no need to travel all the way to the Caribbean Islands to enjoy the depths of the sea or diving
into different shades of turquoise colored waters. You can do it at a much closer location by visiting the
village of Palaiokastritsa, located on the Greek island of Corfu. Its beaches can be found on rocky
shores and all of them offer incredible bays, open to practice swimming or scuba diving. Palaiokastritsa
tops the selection of best beaches in Europe that you must visit this summer, according to travel search
engines such as Skyscanner and TripAdvisor.

Zlatni Rat (Croatia)
A beach located in a wide isthmus of white sand that changes its form depending on the Mistral's wind
and the strong tides. That's exactly what you'll experience if you go on a vacation to the Zlatnia Rat, on
the Croatian coast. It's currently one of the most visited places during the summer holidays, a destination
where visitors can still enjoy transparent waters and one of the most remarkable beaches in Europe.

Ses Illetas (Balearic Islands, Spain)
The clear waters and the fine golden sand are signatures of the Ses Illetes beach, located in
Formentera. This sea paradise is a perfect retreat for relaxation, to enjoy incredible sunsets, or walking
through its sand dunes. In addition, the depths of this beach are covered with 'posidonia oceanica', a
seagrass species that forms an entire ecosystem, certainly a wonderful choice for scuba divers.

Inchydoney (Ireland)
Consider making a visit to Inchydoney in your next trip, a beach next to the town of Clonakilty, in the
Irish county of Cork. Surrounded by dunes, this beach is a perfect destination for friends and families
looking to explore coastal areas or surfing in incredible surroundings.

San Teodoro (Sardinia, Italy)
With less than 5,000 inhabitants, the town of San Teodoro, in Sardinia, is proud to offer its visitors some
of the most beautiful beaches in Italy. The blue and transparent sea, an authentic natural pool, becomes
the ideal place for recreational diving because of its shallow depths. Its fine white sand recalls the
Caribbean tropical scenery.

Bantham (Devon, England)
If you are looking for a different beach full of surprises, visit the Bantham beach, in the county of Devon,
located in the southern region of England. This maritime enclave offers incredible views to the Bigbury
Bay since it's surrounded by impressive natural scenery.
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